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Despite reports that COVID-19 vaccines cause blood abnormalities, the American Red Cross
and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration continue to brush off concerns that the massive
vaccine campaign may have contaminated the country’s blood supply.

By Children's Health Defense Team
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After the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) of COVID-19
vaccines, blood clots were some of the earliest adverse events observed, and abnormal coagulation
continues to be one of the most frequent and serious problems reported.

As of mid-September, the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) — notorious for capturing
only a minuscule proportion of adverse events — had received noti�cation of more than 43,000 blood
clotting disorders, including acute-onset problems in young children.

Clotting disorders make the blood clot “too easily,” generating clots that can travel through the
bloodstream and increase the risk of heart attacks and strokes, among other potential complications.

Funeral directors and embalmers in the U.S. and U.K. have gone public with shocking descriptions of
highly unusual blood clots in up to 85% of the bodies coming under their care — a “massive increase”
compared to pre-COVID-19 vaccine times when ordinary-looking clots might be found in 5% to 10% of
the deceased.

“In all my years of embalming, we would run across clots from time to time,” said Richard Hirschman,
an experienced funeral director in Alabama, “but since May last year [2021], something about the
blood has changed. It’s not normal. It’s drastic.”

The rampant clotting and the clots’ disturbing sci-� appearance — “long �brous entities that can
completely block a vein or artery,” which Hirschman likens to calamari, rubber bands, spaghetti,
worms or parasites — are just some of the concerns prompting questions about blood supply safety.

No ‘safety risks?’

About 55% of blood is plasma — which, among other functions, supplies proteins “for blood clotting
and immunity” — with the remaining 45% consisting of red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets
suspended in the plasma.

Depending on their blood type, individuals who give blood can choose to donate whole blood, plasma
or platelets, or they can make a “Power Red” donation (a “concentrated dose” of red blood cells).

The American Red Cross says it will not accept blood from someone whose blood “does not clot
normally,” but — following guidance from the same branch of the FDA that oversees vaccines —
welcomes immediate donations from anyone who received one of the mRNA or other COVID-19
vaccines available in the U.S., as long as the person says he is “symptom-free and feeling well.”

The Red Cross claims to be independent but openly celebrates its “special relationship” with the
federal government — a relationship that includes periodic appropriations and contracts.

In a recent tweet directed at potential blood transfusion recipients, the Red Cross clari�ed:
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Is Covid vaccinated blood labeled as such? What if you need 
blood and you don’t want vaccinated blood?
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We don't label blood products as containing 
vaccinated or unvaccinated blood as the COVID-19 
vaccine does not enter the bloodstream & poses no 
safety risks to the recipient. If you have safety 
concerns about potential blood transfusions, please 
speak with your medical care team.
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The tweet generated numerous responses from the public accusing the Red Cross of disseminating
“misinformation” and directing the organization’s attention to peer-reviewed publications
contradicting its languid attitude.

In one of the most alarming studies, published in August in the International Journal of Vaccine
Theory, Practice, and Research, Italian surgeons described atypical clumping of red blood cells and the
presence of “extraordinarily anomalous structures and substances” of “various shapes and sizes of
unclear origin” in over 94% of symptomatic, COVID-19-vaccinated individuals whose blood they
examined.

The 1,006 study participants, ranging in age from 15 to 85, received a �rst (14%), second (45%) or third
(41%) dose of a P�zer or Moderna mRNA vaccine about a month before the analysis of their blood.

Pointing to other studies that found foreign materials in the blood of COVID-19 vaccine recipients and
in COVID-19 vaccine vials — materials “that the CDC [Centers for Disease Control and Prevention] and
the many promoters of the experimental injections claimed were not in them at all” — the Italian
authors concluded the vaccine-induced blood alterations were “likely … to be involved in producing
the coagulation disorders commonly reported after anti-COVID injections.”

Putting the matter even more plainly, they stated:

“[S]uch abrupt changes as we have documented in the peripheral blood pro�le of 948 patients
have never been observed after inoculation by any vaccines in the past according to our clinical
experience. The sudden transition … from a state of perfect normalcy to a pathological one … is
unprecedented. …
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“In our collective experience, and in our shared professional opinion, the large quantity of
particles in the blood of mRNA injection recipients is incompatible with normal blood �ow
especially at the level of the capillaries.”

Another study by Romanian researchers, sent to the Red Cross by the tweeting public, not only
reported that P�zer’s “vaccine-associated synthetic mRNA persists in systemic circulation for at least 2
weeks” but also noted, “extended plasma clearance times compared to estimates presented by mRNA
vaccine manufacturers.”

Meanwhile, a case report from Germany presenting autopsy results for a man who died after
receiving three “gene-based” COVID-19 vaccine doses (one AstraZeneca, two P�zer) over a seven-
month period conclusively revealed the presence of COVID-19 vaccine spike protein in both brain and
heart — and particularly in small blood vessel cells.

These and other studies may be why members of the public like “Mary” incredulously tweeted back to
the Red Cross, “Are you kidding? There is proof it enters other body cells like the heart, causing
myocarditis; how do you think it gets to the heart from the injection site???”

The FDA has refused to release autopsy results in its possession for people who died following
COVID-19 vaccination.
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Out, damned clot

As early as May 2021, vaccine researchers were disclosing the “unexpected” entry into the
bloodstream of the vaccines’ synthetic spike protein, while other pharmaceutical industry consultants
admitted, “Some of the vaccine dose is going to make it into the bloodstream, of course.”

Around the same time, �gures like Canadian physician Dr. Charles Ho�e were warning that
technologies like CT scans and MRIs, which can identify large blood clots, would not �nd the
“microscopic” clots a�ecting many of the COVID-19-vaccinated, who might “have no idea they are even
having these microscopic blood clots.”

Ho�e was able to ascertain the widespread presence of micro-blood clots in his mRNA-vaccinated
patient population using D-dimer tests that look for protein fragments associated with clots.
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The Canadian doctor also cautioned that when blood clots damage the brain, spinal cord, heart or
lungs, “those tissues … are permanently damaged.”

A year after these admissions, in May 2022, the FDA �nally acknowledged the risk of “potentially life-
threatening blood clots” in recipients of the Janssen/Johnson & Johnson (J&J) COVID-19 vaccine.

The European Medicines Agency (EMA) issued similar advisories about AstraZeneca’s COVID-19
vaccine.

Other countries such as India and Denmark admitted to blood clot risks while trying to blame them
on “faulty injection technique.”

Neither the FDA nor the EMA said a word about the clotting risks of the more widely used P�zer and
Moderna mRNA COVID-19 shots, even though nearly 7 in 10 (69%) of the clotting disorders reported
to VAERS as of mid-September were attributed to P�zer’s shot, with another 22% linked to Moderna’s
and only 9% to the J&J jab.

Although no VAERS reports thus far blame blood clots on the more recently authorized Novavax
vaccine, the far-from-traditional nanoparticle concoction not only delivers premade spike proteins —
“consistently shown to create clotting issues” — but also residual insect and viral proteins and DNA
contaminants.

Large risks from nanoparticles?

Nanoparticle technology is a prominent feature of the two mRNA injections and the Novavax vaccine,
and biodistribution of the injected nanoparticles has been a growing cause for concern.

Well before COVID-19, mainstream news outlets alerted the public to nanoparticles’ tendency to “get
into the bloodstream and accumulate elsewhere in the body” following oral ingestion — with
“unintended e�ects on cells and organs” — and described how inhaled nanoparticles “work their way
through the lungs and into the bloodstream where they can raise the risk of heart attack and stroke.”

On a website for laypeople, the European Commission discloses that nanoparticles “will move with
the circulation into all the organs and tissues of the body,” also noting animal model evidence
showing “that very small nanoparticles can transfer from a pregnant rat to the fetus.”

In their analysis of vaccinated individuals’ blood, the Italian authors quoted earlier noted their
suspicion that some of the foreign materials they detected are “graphene-family particles,” materials
that “have been intensively studied by researchers for decades and increasingly so since COVID-19.”

A comprehensive and hardly reassuring 2016 study in Particle and Fibre Toxicology described “toxic
side e�ects” of graphene-family nanomaterials in many biological applications, reporting that they
“can induce acute and chronic injuries in tissues by penetrating through the blood-air barrier, blood-
testis barrier, blood-brain barrier, and blood-placenta barrier etc.”

That study also noted that long-term toxicity data are lacking.

Many unanswered questions

Recently, a Washington State couple, Cornelia Hertzler and Ron Bly came forward to tell the tragic
story of their hospitalized infant son’s death-by-blood-clot last February.

The death occurred two weeks after the hospital administered an unauthorized blood transfusion to
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the baby, despite claims that, “Patients are free to refuse transfusions for any reason.”

According to the parents, who had clearly articulated their wish to use blood from directed blood
donors, the hospital pooh-poohed their concerns and used “random blood” instead.

The infant’s eventually fatal blood clot became evident the very next day, with the clot, by his mother’s
account, getting “worse and worse and slowly … inching closer to his heart.”

Although there is no way to know the COVID-19 vaccination status of those who donated the blood
used in the baby’s transfusion, the fact that “most of the nation’s blood supply is now coming from
donors who have been inoculated [against COVID-19]” raises many questions.

Existing blood banks may prefer to dismiss those questions as the fevered imaginings of “COVID
skeptics” — arguing that requests for blood from unvaccinated donors “would be an operational can
of worms for a medically unjusti�able request” — but farsighted entrepreneurs interested in
providing such a service might not have to worry about battling for clients.
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• Reply •

Tom Bernard • 3 days ago • edited

Wow!!! At some point you would think people at Mainstream Media, our corrupt

Politicians, and other supporters of the covid and covid vaccine scam would realize,

'they too' will inevitably become victims of the crimes against humanity being

committed... They have helped create a frightening healthcare environment that they,

or their loved ones, will eventually need... Personally I consider going to the Doctor

one of the most terrifying possibilities I can imagine, but after reading this article it just

got worse.

21△ ▽

• Reply •

zordana9 • 3 days ago

Of course it is if you took the jab...look what's in it. I would not take blood from a

vaxxed person so perhaps we should store ours just in case.

26△ ▽ 1

• Reply •

catherine • 3 days ago> zordana9

I asked my doctor about storing my blood and she said I could do it only if I

was scheduled for surgery or knew I would need a blood transfusion.

I'm screwed if I'm in an accident or some emergency occurs that I need blood

because I do not want anyone else's blood put into my body.

15△ ▽ 1

Adrianne Piwinski • 2 days ago> catherine

Anyone is allowed to refuse any blood transfusion at any time - I was

scheduled for surgery and during my interview I told the doctor I did not

want any blood transfusions. He said that that would not be a problem
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• Reply •

want any blood transfusions. He said that that would not be a problem

because he usually only gave the transfusions to "make his patient feel

better" anyway. As if there is something comforting about getting a

transfusion. - Sorry, but I don't get it. There are alternatives to blood

transfusions, IV glucose or saline are called "volume expanders" as

they can make up for the lost blood to a point - blood salvage is also

available, as you bleed, your blood can be collected and returned to

you.

When I was in my 20's I had hemorrhaged .badly with my period and I

was told I needed 5 pints of blood. Since I had hardly any blood left,

they were unable to correctly type my blood and I was given 5 pints of

AB neg although I am really A neg. This mistake could have killed me,

however, I did survive (obviously) but for about 6 months after these

transfusions I felt as if a battle was going on within my body. I didn't

know why at the time, but I did feel like the unease I felt was due to the

transfusions. Months later I was donating blood and they informed me

that I was A neg, not AB neg. Then I realized why I had felt as I did. I

would have been far better off rebuilding my blood with diet rather than

getting these transfusions.

5△ ▽

• Reply •

Jacek R • 3 days ago

This is what happens when you let a wealthy weirdo with no medical experience or

degrees, start calling the shots in our health protocol. Also, this is what happens when

you allow big pharma to lobby (bribe) members of Congress for approval and

distribution of drugs that have only been tested on 8 mice.

25△ ▽ 1

Nod • 2 days ago> Jacek R

No,that is not the problem. The problem is the globalism that owns big pharma,

bill gates, all governments, and over 80% of transnational corproations.

They have a plan called the great reset, and the graphen oxide technology is

being testing so YOU can be part of the internet of preson, a plan by the

W.E.F, the globalist front organization.

They want boilogical transmitters in your body to connect with the 6G they will

be rolling out soon enough.

Global dIgital currency, the metaverse where you can waste your life being

nothing but a digital avatar.

We all need to stop being directed to hate on the wrong people. Globalist

control credit and debt, so they have unlimited money. the money that is used

to control the useful idiots in government , business, and society who work

towards the globlaist plan, just so they can get more money, or even just pay

on the mortgage.
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• Reply •5△ ▽

• Reply •

David Howard • 15 hours ago> Nod

Graphene Oxide http://stateofthenation.co/...

1△ ▽

• Reply •

nick quinlan • 3 days ago

It is now safe to say that no agency in the govt, health care system, and of course

pharma, can ever be trusted again.

Not the CDC, FDA, AMA, the Red Cross, no one with any ties to covid protocols or

treatments. Pharma has destroyed it all. single handed

All have proven themselves to be bald faced liars ans flat out criminals

13△ ▽

• Reply •

trade0714 • 3 days ago

Add The American Red Cross to the list of agencies I cannot trust. Blatant

misinformation coming from them.

18△ ▽ 1

• Reply •

donegoing2002 • 3 days ago

Since the supply isn't segregated unvaxxed to vaxxed, the supply is tainted and

spoiled forever.

18△ ▽ 1

• Reply •

L P • 3 days ago> donegoing2002

What's interesting is that they do ask when you give blood whether you've had

the Covid vax or not and how long it's been. You're not allowed to donate

within a few weeks of receiving a vax. I am unvaxxed and have given blood

twice recently so I know all the questions they ask and the data they're

gathering. They are lying if they say they don't know whether donated blood is

vaxxed or not...they know at the collection point, but they may lose that info.

somewhere along the line if blood is combined or whatever else they do in

their process.

8△ ▽

• Reply •

Peggy Nieto • 2 days ago> L P

Problem is they don't know if the donors are truthful when answering

the questions.

1△ ▽

Linda B • 3 days ago • edited

I donate blood with the American Red Cross every 8 weeks. I have not been

vaccinated but they do have a question on the pre-donation questionnaire, asking if

you have had the jab. I do answer that I have not and I'm not turned away. But at the
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• Reply •

same time, they also accept those who have had the jab. I'm just in hopes that

someone who needs blood gets mine and it helps save their life!

11△ ▽

• Reply •

OPleeze • 2 days ago> Linda B

It's funny that they will allow the vaxxed and unvaxxed to donate. Then why do

they have to ask in the first place? They are keeping records somewhere.

Maybe they keep a database of those of us who are unvaxxed so they can

sneak or force a vax on us.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

drw22 • 2 days ago> OPleeze

Maybe the Red Cross is segregating the donated blood of the

unvaxxed for use by unvaxxed politicians and the 1%.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

Terry Wood • 3 days ago

My 2 greatest fears when I was in the hospital: vaxxing me without my consent and if I

may need a blood transfusion. I stated on the form to receive blood from the unvaxxed

only. Of course, they just shrugged their shoulders.

16△ ▽ 1

• Reply •

JKramer • 3 days ago

The American Red Cross absolutely is an agency of the Federal Government. Hell,

several other departments and agencies have offices in the Red Cross buildings in

DC.

16△ ▽ 1

• Reply •

Bonnie Gillmore • 3 days ago

Some entity needs to start an unvaxxed blood bank. Although don't know how you

could even trust that that would remain pure unless there is a way to test for and

remove spike protein.

10△ ▽

• Reply •

Suckitbigpharma • 3 days ago> Bonnie Gillmore

I said the same thing. My dr wants me to remove my ovaries and I refuse bc if I

need any blood transfusion, I refused vx blood and was laughed at.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

Peggy Nieto • 2 days ago> Suckitbigpharma

Any physician who scoffs at your concerns or laughs at them deserves

to be kicked to the curb. Find a new doctor.

5△ ▽
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• Reply •

TRexLives • 3 days ago

Walmart's current charity is the American Red Cross---the window pops up when you

check out. Always a NO for me on that particular group. Better my donations stay with

a local charity I can trust.

8△ ▽

• Reply •

Tom Bernard • 3 days ago> TRexLives

I noticed that as well... and like you, I always press, 'No.'

3△ ▽

• Reply •

Gary Brown • 3 days ago

Jan 5, 2022 COVID-19 Vaccines: Proof of Lethality. Over One Thousand Scientific

Studies By SUN

Over One Thousand Scientific Studies Prove That the COVID-19 Vaccines Are

Dangerous, and All Those Pushing This Agenda Are Committing the Indictable Crime

of Gross Misconduct in Public Office.

https://www.saveusnow.org.u...

6△ ▽

• Reply •

Trump Fan • 3 days ago

How is this even happening? What kind of people work in these places? This

madness needs to stop.

5△ ▽

• Reply •

Luciana • 3 days ago

There is no way that I would trust any of this blood as there have been no studies

conducted by the officials in charge.

7△ ▽ 1

• Reply •

Frank Zimmerman • 3 days ago> Luciana

But they would like to study it's effects...on YOU!

2△ ▽

Voyt Regnal • 3 days ago

We observe another medical crisis indeed.

Latest from Canadian scientist dr. Byram Bridle, who is still being harassed. He was

the first presenting biodistribution of spike proteins /nano in the blood ! He discusses

mRNA in breast milk:

https://www.rebelnews.com/d...

Also Canadian hero dr. Charls Hoffe and Stephen Malthouse (both villified for daring

to uphold their oath and share the truth about C19 shots, doing recent interview.
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• Reply •

https://rumble.com/v1mewna-...

4△ ▽

• Reply •

Ektor57 • 3 days ago

It would make sense that some blood supplies are filled with mRNA gene therapy

poisons.

6△ ▽ 1

• Reply •

pappy450 • 3 days ago> Ektor57

The "word" now is that the "flu vaccines" they are pushing, are also going to

contain the Mrna POISON.

4△ ▽

• Reply •

Paul Vonharnish • 2 days ago

Blood supplies have been polluted with donor DNA and bacterial contaminants for

several decades. mRNA and nano-sized "adjuncts" can not be filtered or separated

from plasma. What's new?

I wouldn't accept a blood transfusion from any donor but myself... The medical

community has corrupted itself for over 100 years. They have reduced themselves to

ghouls.

3△ ▽

• Reply •

Park74 • 3 days ago

My BIL died from AIDS tainted blood he received in 1978. At the time there was no

testing for AIDS virus. If the blood is tested for AIDS, why can't it be tested for spike

proteins and other components from COVID drugs (It's not a vaccine but an mRNA

drug).

3△ ▽

• Reply •

TamaraStacey • 2 days ago> Park74

Agree 100%, there is a difference in antibodies from vax to unvax with covid

19. They are on the same narrative of our federal government, that the vax is

"safe and effective", no need to worry, keep lying to the world.

△ ▽

• Reply •

Robert Davis • 4 hours ago

This is an Incredible bio weapon being utilized with military precision. They know what

they are doing with Intent. As a matter of fact I'll wager the DOD is behind all this.

2△ ▽

Bella_Fantasia • 2 hours ago> Robert Davis

There is no doubt that the CV mRNA shots were actually developed by

DARPA, the exotic weapons maker of the US military. Not only that, but it was

acknowledged in May 2020. Oh, how I tried to tell people who wouldn't hear a
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• Reply •

acknowledged in May 2020. Oh, how I tried to tell people who wouldn't hear a

word about it!

https://www.thelastamerican...

1△ ▽

• Reply •

EarthAngel • 5 hours ago

Good morning. My friend who I’ve been close for over 20 years, donates blood

regularly... and she’s been jabbed with everything up to date. I was shocked that they

allow jabbed ones to donate! I can’t even visit her anymore with all of the beliefs she

and her husband have. I’m becoming such a loner.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

TamaraStacey • 2 days ago

Yes, the blood bank is lying if they are saying they do not know if the person is covid

19 vaccinated or not. They do ask when they screen you prior to donation. Also, they

test all blood for HIV, hepatitis and syphilis. There are definetly ways to determine

natural immunity vs. vaccinated covid 19 antibodies.

2△ ▽

• Reply •

Gary Brown • 2 days ago

Absolutely so! WARNING! Some of these images are very graphic and may not be

suitable for younger audiences

October 6, 2022 Security Cameras Reveal COVID-19 Vaccinated People Suffering

Strange Hallucinations Before Collapsing

One America News reporter Pearson Sharp broadcast a report yesterday allegedly

showing security camera feeds from around the world where people had strange

hallucinations before collapsing with what looks like seizures, probably a result of the

COVID-19 vaccines.

https://www.bitchute.com/vi...

2△ ▽

• Reply •

Patriot Girl NJ • 2 days ago> Gary Brown

Very upsetting! What is happening to humanity? Every day I'm thankful I didn't

succumb to the clot shot.

4△ ▽

Gary Brown • 2 days ago> Patriot Girl NJ

Thank you for your time and comment Patriot Girl NJ.
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• Reply •

⛺

1△ ▽

• Reply •

Bonnie Gillmore • 3 days ago

Oy vey! I had a bad feeling about our blood supply with these so called vaxes.

3△ ▽ 1

• Reply •

Wendy Allen • 2 hours ago

The blood supply was not good for a long time. Most people had past

infections/childhood shots which may show up in the blood and parasites etc. Natural

help/gluten free diet/sunlight etc. is best to prevent health issues and keep a person

doing well. Try to be safe to avoid accidents etc.. and have own family maybe donate

blood if they didn't get the shot. It is not just the blood supply which may hurt but

sex/kissing/getting close to people shedding/mosquitoes and ticks etc. with infections.

Just stay as healthy as you can...avoid junk food/avoid chemicals/avoiding gluten may

help more nutrients absorb/exercise/ground...touch soil/eating organic/pets/prayer

etc..may help.

1△ ▽

• Reply •

DrBettyMartini • 4 hours ago

PS: Also the American Red Cross admitted vaccinated blood wiped out antibodies.

1△ ▽

• Reply •

DrBettyMartini • 4 hours ago

My hemoglobin went down to 5 when the hospital tried to push blood transfusions. I

told them to let me go home and I would fix it. I simply took Chlorophyll and when i

returned to the hospital my hemoglobin was 13.7. If you want a copy of my article on

why I would never use blood just email me at bettym19@mindspring.com You can

also look up on the net "Chlorophyll is a blood transfusion". That should bring up

several articles.

1△ ▽
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F. P. • 4 hours ago

Great article. I shared on Facebook and my account was restricted for 24 hours due to

it. Couldn’t post or react and comment on others posts. Anyone else get put in
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